Avalo Medical Trolley Series
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University Hospitals Bristol NHS Foundation Trust
University Hospitals Bristol NHS Foundation Trust Resuscitation Services team applied for a major medical bid so they could replace and
standardise all the resuscitation trolleys across their Trust.
Once granted a selection of trolleys were shortlisted and all hospital staff were invited to visit a large lecture theatre where the trolleys were
displayed. This gave the staff from all clinical areas the opportunity to make a thorough assessment of the trolleys in terms of layout, drawer
space, weight and manoeuvrability. After they had appraised all the options each person was able to vote for their preferred trolley and asked to
give the reasons why. The Avalo Emergency trolley from Distinctive Medical was the most popular and won the vote by a large majority.
The key reasons why people chose the trolley were that it looks good, lightweight yet strong, easy to clean, great manoeuvrability yet stable, good
drawer sizes and excellent flexibility in drawer configuration and layout. Staff also noted that they found the tamper-evident mechanism is easy to
use.
Joanna Bruce-Jones the Resuscitation Lead at University Hospitals Bristol NHS Foundation Trust says the “trolleys have far exceeded our
expectations”. While initially, the process of replacing the Trust’s resuscitation trolleys seemed like a daunting task with the assistance of
Distinctive Medical it was made much simpler ensuring they got it right first time.

“After-sales service has been faultless with immediate responsiveness.
We could not recommend a better company to deal with or trolley to purchase.”
Joanna Bruce – Jones, Resuscitation Lead
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How to order
If you would like to order or find out more about any Avalo medical trolleys our
in-house team of specialists are on hand to help. Please call us on 01928 571801 or
email info@distinctivemedical.com.

The Avalo Series Emergency Trolley Delivery Options
Standard Delivery
Your trolley will be delivered, securely packaged on a pallet, for the safe arrival to a
loading bay location.

Packaging Removal*
All the benefits of the standard delivery option without the hassle of disposing of the
packaging. We will take it back with us and dispose of it in an environmentally friendly
way.

White Glove Delivery*
Our white glove delivery is second to none and by far the most efficient way to
receive your trolley. We will fit any additional accessories onsite and deliver the
completed trolley directly to the clinical area.
*Additional charges apply for this service

Call on 01928 571801
Fax on 01928 571430
Email on info@distinctivemedical.com
Live Chat on www.distinctivemedical.com
We accept payments by the following:

We also accept purchase orders from all organisations* as well as BACS payments.
* Subject to successful credit check
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Avalo Series
®

Resuscitation Emergency Trolley
The Avalo Series Emergency Trolley is one of the most
acclaimed and trusted resuscitation trolleys on the UK market,
with over 12,000 trolleys currently in use in hospitals up and
down the country.
Equipped to support staff in an emergency with its light yet
strong structure for the best manoeuvrability, through to the
unique anti-tamper locking handle that allows for fast access to
equipment making it one of the most innovative on the market.
The trolley is modular in design so can be configured and
organised to match your hospital’s requirements. Drawer
dividers ensure each piece of equipment has its own place for
easy location. Available in three sizes with a range of accessories
to enhance user efficiency and support team performance.

Quick-Access lock
offers the security
you require
and ensures
quick access to
emergency trolley
supplies

Paediatric Emergency Trolley
The Avalo Series Paediatric Trolley has been designed and
manufactured to the same high standards as the adult Avalo
Resuscitation Trolley. Offering the same flexibility in design so
it can be constructed to follow your hospital’s procedure for
treating paediatric patients in an emergency.
Available with the breakaway lock as standard giving immediate
access to vital equipment during a rapid response - saving time
when every moment matters.
The trolley comes decorated with child-friendly labels to help
put patients at ease. All labels used are super durable and easy
to decontaminate. This trolley is compatible with the accessories
listed on page 13.
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Difficult Airway Trolley
The Avalo Difficult Airway Trolley combines the
manufacturing excellence of Avalo with the medical
expertise of Distinctive Medical.
Designed exclusively for difficult airway situations, the
trolley provides a standardised and structured way to store
crucial equipment. The use of custom labels helps to guide
clinicians through the process and identify the required
equipment. Distinctive labelling means a Difficult Airway
Trolley is instantly recognisable by both clinical and nonclinical staff.
The Difficult Airway Trolley comes with a bougie holder
and difficult airway labels as standard.

Anaesthesia Trolley
The Avalo Series Anaesthesia Trolley is designed to meet the unique
needs of your Anaesthetics Department. Boasting all the key features
you would expect from an Avalo, but with the addition of an electronic
keypad locking system, reducing the risk of a security breach.

Choose up to 5 different 4-digit codes which can be used for different
members of staff or a simple key lock. Drug syringe label dispensers can
also be attached to the accessory tower turning your Anaesthesia Trolley
into a mobile, secure and efficient addition to your anaesthetics room.

Drawer
Dividers

Removable
Drawer Trays

Pullout
Writing Surface
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Isolation Trolley
The Avalo Series Isolation Trolley is made for
the storage of personal protective equipment
making it ideal for isolation wards. Available in
a choice of drawer depths and optional drawer
dividers for simple organisation of items.
Each drawer opens out all the way giving full
access to all the contents of the trolley no
matter where they are stored within it.
Spread Caster Position provides
stability control by moving the
wheels out toward the corners
of the cart frame

The outer surface of the trolley is made from
a strong polymer plastic that can withstand
continuous decontamination from strong
chlorine-based cleaners.

I.V. Therapy Trolley
The Avalo Series I.V. Therapy Trolley
encourages the thorough organisation of items.
Accessories options such as drawer dividers and
storage bins allow for each element used for I.V.
therapy to have its own place.
The top of the trolley provides a flat, spacious
surface for the preparation of solutions. If extra
space is needed an optional slide out panel can be
added.

Integral Drawer Dividers offer
the flexibility to organise and
re-arrange drawer contents

Procedure Trolley
The Avalo Series Procedure Trolley is one of our
most adaptable. With all the essential elements of a
medical trolley it can be built up with combinations of
accessories options to make it suitable for a specific
department’s needs.
Choose from three locking options. Breakaway
lock – ideal if the trolley is intended for emergency
use, keyless lock – keeps items protected and gives
authorised members of staff instant access with a
4-digit code or the key lock – for advanced security.
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Seamless Drawer Trays
are durable and prevent
issues associated with
pop rivets or sharp edges
found in metal drawers

Medical/Surgical Trolley
The Avalo Series Med/Surg Trolley has been designed
to be compatible with the latest healthcare equipment and
technology.
Available with a choice of add-ons so equipment can be
stored or displayed in the most productive way to create
an effective workflow. The efficacy of this trolley can be
continued in the drawer space with a selection of drawer
dividers and tray solutions to choose from.

Precision welded
all-steel frame
is virtually
indestructible

Critical Care Trolley
The Avalo Series Critical Care Trolley has been designed
in a way that appreciates the ever-changing demands within
a hospital environment. Choose from a range of accessories
options to help support staff with concise organisation.
Select different storage options to suit various sizes of
equipment from small disposable items to large monitors. This
trolley can be constructed to meet your exact specifications.
Great for use in outreach environments.
See the full list of accessories on page 13 and see how the
critical care trolley can work for you.

12 Year Limited Warranty on
every Avalo Series Medical Trolleys
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Avalo Series Specifications
®

Integrated handle
on all trolleys

Custom drawer configurations
lets you easily configure and
re-configure drawers
to suit your requirements

12 year warranty
for peace of mind

Integrated bumpers
protects side panels
and castors
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Available in 3 heights
Tall:

110cm

Standard: 100cm
Compact: 91cm

Slide out surface
For even more
workspace

3 lock types available

Anti tamper seal lock

Key lock

Key pad

HDPE polymer
construction
resistant to impacts
and easily cleaned

Lockable caster
for exceptionally easy
manoeuvring and securing
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Built to last,
designed to evolve
Our confidence in the reliability and durability of each Avalo
trolley is reflected with a 12-year warranty. We understand that
over the trolley’s lifetime, your department’s needs may change
and for this reason, many elements are made to be re-configurable
to evolve as you do.
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Trolley Builder
Avalo has been a trusted brand in the UK market for over
fifteen years.
Exceptionally high manufacturing quality, combined with
intelligent design make the Avalo trolley a go-to choice for
hospitals across the UK.
Available in a range of sizes, colours and with various
accessories, Avalo trolleys can be modified to meet your exact
requirements.
If we do not currently have an accessory that you require,
please contact us.

Choose your height
Drawer
Configuration*

Tall
Height

Standard
Height

Trolley Specifications

Compact
Height

Applies to model
types:
Emergency
Anaesthesia

Applies to model
types:
Procedure
Treatment
Critical Care
I.V. Therapy
Med/Surg

Applies to model
type:
Isolation

Surf.
Height

Depth

Width

Tall Height:

110 cm

61 cm

79 cm

Standard
Height:

100 cm

61 cm

79 cm

Compact
Height:

91 cm

61 cm

79 cm

Drawer Specifications
Height

Depth

Width

7 cm

45 cm

55 cm

16 cm

45 cm

55 cm

25 cm

45 cm

55 cm

*Standard drawer configurations shown, alternatives are available.
Consult with your Distinctive Medical representative for bespoke cart handle configurations.
Specifications, availability & components are subject to change without notice.
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Choose your lock
All locking systems lock every drawer individually within 25mm of complete closure.

Anti-Tamper Seal Lock
Secure a trolley with a tamper
evident seal for traceability.The
seal is broken every time the
trolley is opened by moving the
handle down to unlock, allowing
for quick access to equipment and
supplies in emergency situations.

Keyless Access with
Manual Relocking
An electronic keypad locking
system, reducing the risk of a
security breach. Choose up to 5
different 4-digit codes which can
be used for different members of
staff. Secure manually by pushing in
the lock lever.

Key Access with Manual
Relocking
The most simple but secure
locking system by giving only
those authorised access to the
key. Ideal for trolleys that require
advanced security.The removable
lock system allows for flexibility
by making changes to keys easy.

Choose your Colour

eight and
9 Colour
3 Height
and Combinations
9 Colour Combinations

Color
Label

Color
Label
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ER - Extreme
EB - Extreme BlueEB - Extreme
- Extreme Yellow
- Extreme GreenEG - Extreme
Color Red ER - Extreme
EY - Extreme
Yellow
Red Red
Blue EYBlue
YellowEG
Green Green
Emergency
Label
Emergency Emergency
Emergency Isolation
Isolation Anesthesia
Anesthesia

LCR -Red
Light/ Grey
CremeLCR
& - Light Creme
LCBCreme &
LCY
-&
Light/ Grey
Creme &
LCYGreen
- Light
- Light
Creme
&LCD - Light Crem
&Light
LCB- Light Creme
LCY - Light Creme
& / Creme
Creme
&/ Light
Blue
/ Grey
Yellow
Grey &LCY - Light LCD
Grey
Grey
Color
Red
Blue
Yellow
Green
Red
Blue
Yellow
Green Dark Creme
Dark Creme
Crirtical
Label Care Crirtical Care Med Surg
Med Surg IV Therapy
IV Therapy Anesthesia
AnesthesiaProcedure
Procedure
Tratment
Tratment

Choose your accessories

Glove box holders

Waste container

Oxygen tank holder

Defibrillator shelf

I.V. Pole

Custom drawer labelling

Suction unit brackets

Writing surface

Electrical extension socket

Catheter holder

Tilting storage bins

Accessory bridge

Label dispenser

Drawer dividers

Computer arm
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Create your labels
BASIC AIRWAY

We can create custom labels for trolleys that can help
increase organisation, familiarity with contents and
procedures or just simply brighten up its appearance.
Whatever your needs, our in-house Artwork and
Printing team will be able to create the right labels
for you.

ADVANCED AIRWAY

CIRCULATION

DRUGS & FLUIDS

MISCELLANEOUS

Resuscitation Trolley

Difficult Airway Trolley

Paediatric Trolley

Talk to our team about your requirements on
01928 571801 or email info@distinctivemedical.com
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®

Manage Your Compliance
The Proactive Way

MyKitCheck is a proactive monitoring platform that puts compliance at your fingertips.
Unlock all these benefits by taking your checks digital…

98%

93%

97%

89%

Overdue Checks
Compliance

Missing Items
Compliance

Expired Items
Compliance

Overall
Compliance

Digital Paperless
Recording

Alerts For Expiring
Equipment

Alerts For Missing
Equipment

Digital
Noticeboard

Automatic & Manual
Online Ordering

Frequency of Checks
Reduced

Advanced Tamper
Proof Security

Instantly Locate
Items for Recall

100%
Real Time Compliance
Monitoring

0330 229 1510 | help@mykitcheck.co.uk | www.mykitcheck.co.uk

3 Seymour Court, Tudor Road, Manor Park, Runcorn, Cheshire WA7 1SY
01928 571 801 | info@distinctivemedical.com | www.distinctivemedical.com
Registered in the UK. Registered office: 3 Seymour Court, Tudor Road, Manor Park, Runcorn, Cheshire WA7 1SY
VAT Registration No. 775518887

